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I hope to study English Literature in University as I adore reading books and
enjoy studying Literature. Hopefully, during my time as Head Girl, I will really
be able to put mine and the other Sixth Former’s ideas into the school and see
some incredible improvements in the school.

Meet Jarrad Jones-our new Head Boy.
I believe that the role of Head Boy requires someone who
is a good role model and approachable to all. I think I am
well-respected within the year group and people would
have every confidence to approach me.

year again when

to Year 11 and
welcome our
new Year 7’s.
Catch up on
what these have
been doing on

2017

Some of my favourite memories of the school have been in Year 12 and it’s
been very much a learning curve so I’m very passionate about making sure
other people have as good an experience as me.

“It ‘s that time of

we bid farewell

JULY

I’m Penny Walsh, Head Girl of Hawthorn High. I first wanted
to be a part of the Senior Team because I believe I have
excellent team working skills and I enjoy being a part of a
team and working together to achieve my goals. I also very
much enjoy being a group leader and I don’t like to settle for
anything but the best, which is why I decided to go for Head
Girl. In particular, I feel passionate about trying to make the transition
between Year 11 and Year 12 as seamless as possible and that’s something I
want to try and improve this year.

Inside this issue…
Meet the new
senior team

-

Meet Penny Walsh-our new Head Girl.

Don’t miss out on info…
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I think my noteworthy communication skills, along with
the leadership qualities I possess, make me perfect for
Head Boy. One example where I have demonstrated these skills was through
the Global Choices Conference which I attended. Throughout this conference,
we had the opportunity to discuss global problems and present global solutions.
Due to my subsequent passion of this, I decided to speak in front of 200 people,
voicing my beliefs and opinions. I also paid tribute to Holocaust victims by
reciting a poem at a ceremony – which was one of my proudest moments.

our Twitter
page”

@HawthornHighSch

Turn over to meet the rest of the team.
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Introducing the rest of the Senior Team
.

Chloe Bohen: Deputy Head
Girl
I was delighted when I found
out that I would be sharing
the position of Deputy Head
Girl with Casey Humphreys.
As an individual, I am a very
organised,
hard-working,
conscientious
pupil
who
always aims for success. In
addition to this, I am always
willing to offer my help and
support to others.
My main passions lie within
empowering
others
and
providing them with a voice. I
feel that this is one of the

HAWTHORN

main reasons as to why I
successfully obtained the
role.
When I leave Hawthorn High
School, I intend to study
Midwifery. This is because
from just a young age I have
been consumed with a
growing passion regarding the
healthcare of women.
Hawthorn has been a place
which has allowed me to be
happy, healthy and successful
and I am very proud to be a
part of this caring, welcoming
community. I am going to
miss it greatly when I leave to
continue with my education.

Casey Humphreys: Deputy
Head Girl

Daniel Jones: Deputy Head
Boy.

Hawthorn has given me
numerous opportunities and
has done a lot for me as an
individual so being Deputy
Head Girl is my way of giving
something back. I feel that by
completing this role, I will
have made an impact on the
school and the pupils within
it. I also want to make sure
that everyone’s ideas are
heard so that everyone
receives a chance to make a
difference and that’s where
my role comes in. People
come to me with ideas, I
develop them and pass them
on to the Head Boy and Girl.

I am a highly motivated
individual. I am well
organised and a good time
keeper. I am a popular
person within my school
friends and I am very
respectful of teachers and
other adults. I also have
tried to get involved in as
many opportunities as
possibly can be. I was also
happy with the results that I
achieved from GCSE’s, coming
out with 1A, 4B’s and 5C’s. I
have developed different
skills in other areas and I
have acquired a job in the
pub Weatherspoon’s.
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Because of this, we will know
whether they are free or in a lesson
IT Ambassador
or unavailable for any reason. I
have also created a document
My role within the sixth form Senior
Team is IT Ambassador, meaning that I which we will use to check who is
attending the meetings- a register
am in charge of the IT aspects of the
senior team and make sure that there of sorts. This is filled in by myself
are documents for things that need to during each meeting so that we gain
be monitored and make sure that they an understanding of people who are
are readily available and downloadable dedicated and attending meetings
regularly and also people who are
from the internet at any time.
missing meetings.
So far, I have already created a
document for the rota for door duties. I
have also compiled a spreadsheet that
It’s an exciting time to be part of
checks the timetables of every
Hawthorn High School 6th Form.
member of the senior team, finding
From a new dedicated study and
the days and times when the most
members are available should we need to
teaching block to a new
have a meeting
cafeteria .
Adam Jefferis

Tegan Komduur

Katie Waits

Creative Ambassador

More Able and Talented
Ambassador

Why did I want to join the senior team?
I am very passionate about school and
my education so I felt that being part of
a team to better my school for
classmates and myself was the way to
get involved. It is a big responsibility
that I am proud to be a part of. I felt it
was important to give back to the school in
any way possible.

As someone who cares deeply
about doing well and gaining the
most out of school, I was incredibly
pleased when I was appointed to
the role of More Able and Talented
Ambassador. One of the main
reasons that made me want to be
on the Senior Team was the fact
that I wanted to make a difference.
What subjects am I interested in?
I want to allow pupils who want to
I’m currently studying Photography, Art
achieve, who have academic
and Design, and Product Design. I have
ambition, get the recognition they
always been very passionate about the
deserve. Additionally, I also wanted
creative subjects and I wish to study
to help give pupils a voice which is
Design in University.
What is my role and why did I choose it? why I am also pleased with my
position of Chairperson of the
I chose the role of Art & Technology
Ambassador. Being part of this role, I can School Council.
use my own knowledge and help others.
Read on for more articles
In meetings I can bring more of a
creative approach to my team members
about what some of our
and being part of this role means I am able to
Year 12 have been up to.
help students in lower years and give them
advice on their own work.
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Oxford University: An Insight
When you think of Oxford University, what do you usually
imagine? Lots of stuck-up, posh people? Maybe you think
everyone is extremely smart and have never achieved lower
than an A* in anything. You may expect it to be like
Hogwarts (well, you wouldn’t be completely wrong). In fact,
from my visits to Oxford, I can say that it is not all like that.
Over the past couple of years, I have visited Oxford
University three times – once in Year 10 and twice in Year
12. Ever since Year 5, I have wanted to go to Oxford and I
can honestly say that I never get bored of visiting. It’s an
experience I will definitely not forget.

Luckily in Oxford, there is always something to see or
somewhere to visit. What completely struck me was
Blackwell’s Bookshop. Now, if you’re someone who
appreciates books, this is a must-see. As soon as you walk
in, it’s clear how impressive it is. Not only are there books,
there is also lots of Harry Potter merchandise such as
bookmarks and wand replicas. That’s not all of it though.
The Norrington Room, downstairs in the shop, is an
astounding sight. It’s like a TARDIS (for lack of a better
description) full of books on all kinds of different topics –
science, law, theology, psychology and so much more.
I appreciate that bookshops aren’t everyone’s cup of tea and
that’s fine because there are other interesting places to visit.
For people interested in science, there’s the Museum of the
History of Science which has plenty of history and art. On
two of the visits, we went to the Oxford Covered Market –
it’s a pleasant place to look around and maybe gaze at some
fantastically decorated cakes. Another notable sight in
Oxford is a massive library called the Bodleian Library where
students can go to study and work.
As well as these sights, on my visits to Oxford with the Seren
Network, I have seen several of the colleges at the
University. When you stay at the University, these colleges
will be where you attend tutorials. Tutorials are sessions
with a few other students that give you a chance to discuss
your subject with an expert. This is one of the main parts of
Oxford life that appeals to me. the most. Regarding

colleges,

HAWTHORN
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I have so far visited 5 out of the 30 available. Balliol,
Corpus Christi, Jesus, New College and St. John’s –
they are all different in some ways. Out of these
colleges, I particularly like New College; it’s home to
beautiful gardens and a scene from Harry Potter
was even filmed there! However, I do appreciate St.
John’s College as well due to the breath-taking
library. Old, new, busy or quiet – there are colleges
that suit everyone. The food at the colleges is also
really good (in my opinion, at least) and each time
I’ve been, I haven’t been let down.
There are also many clubs and societies that take
place there that students can be a part of in their
spare time. You don’t have to join one but there
are a lot on offer. Oxford offers political societies,
subject-specific societies, cultural societies and
sports and music clubs.
Many people do not want to apply to Oxford
University. I agree that it does have an
overwhelming reputation; the likes of Theresa May,
Stephen Hawking and J. R. R. Tolkien all attended
Oxford. However, nobody should be afraid to take
an interest in the University. Not only is it the
second best University in the United Kingdom, it is
also a fantastic place. It is definitely worth a daytrip!

As for me, I am going to be applying for Oxford in
Autumn and I hope to apply to study English there
as the course is very interesting to me. Not only
that, the atmosphere at Oxford makes me feel
welcome – everyone rides around on bikes and all
the people I’ve talked to there are very friendly and
are always willing to answer any questions. As well
as this, there are societies that are suited to my
interests.
So, if you think Oxford suits you or if you just want
to have a look around, go for it! It won’t be a
decision that you’ll regret.

Katie Waits, MAaT Ambassador .
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THE NUFFIELD FOUNDATION
Every year more and more people are applying to Universities. This makes it increasingly harder to stand out
amongst the hundreds of other people fighting for the same spot; all of them have grades just as good maybe even
better than your own. That’s where The Nuffield Foundation comes in - it helps you stand out amongst your peers
and tells the University that you have the experience and willingness to learn that they are all looking for.

My Nuffield experience began with the application process, after I found out about it from The Seren Network.
The bulk of the application process was made up of the Personal Statement which could not exceed 500 words
and had to entail why we deserved the place on the course and what skills we could bring. I made a point of
including my passion for Biology and what I expect to gain from the experience such as the way it will help me
stand out in my University application and give me the experience of working within a lab which, in-turn, will help
with my future career prospects. Once the application was completed, I emailed it off and had to wait far too long
for a reply. After weeks of anxious waiting, the reply finally came, telling me that I had managed to be one of only
seven students in Wales to acquire a place. Suffice to say I was rather pleased.

I have already visited Aberystwyth for an induction event, on the 17th June, which the seven Nuffield students and
the roughly eighty Summer School students attended. Whilst there, we went to a lecture where we spoke with
Debra Croft, the organiser of both the summer school and Nuffield and with the Vice-Chancellor of the University
Elizabeth Treasure. We were also given a chance to look at the student accommodation that we would be staying
in ,which was a lot bigger than I anticipated. We will all be in the same building so there is a sense of community
and security which eases some of the nerves I had before the visit. Also, I had the opportunity to meet with my
Project Manager (whose name escapes me) which gave me the chance to ask him any questions I had, one of
which was, what will we be doing?

When my five week placement begins (24th July), I will be working with my project manager and one other
student in the field and in the laboratory which will give me an amazing range of experience. Our project will be
looking at and measuring thousand grain weights (TGW) of forage grass. The seeds of forage grass are usually
quite small but they will differ in size depending on the genetics of the mother plant, a larger seed will produce a
more rigorous plant in the sward after reseeding. Our placement will entail cross breeding different individuals of
the species to try and identify the chromosome which holds the genetic code for making larger seeds. This is
obviously a very exciting research project that will let me experience the methods used in real-world science and
give me the experience of working in a lab completing actual research. It will also give me the opportunity to
research one of my favourite aspects of biology (botany), giving me the time to do a more in depth study of it and
really decide if it’s what I want to do in the future not just in University.

All in all this experience will be an amazing five weeks which will give me independence,
confidence and knowledge about the scientific world of work. I cannot wait to go and I
know I will have a great time there whether I’m cross pollinating forage grass or socialising
in the gorgeous town of Aberystwyth.

Callum Johnson Year 12
HAWTHORN
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As the school year draws to a close, some Year 7 would like to share with you some of their
experiences, memories and advice to Year 6. They have embraced the change to high school
and are hoping that this feature will encourage Year 6 to do the same next year.
Q: What worried you the most about coming to
high school?
A: I was worried that I wouldn’t make any
friends. I saw some people who I thought looked
nice but I didn’t have the courage to talk to them
at first. I did though and I am so glad as now I
have an amazing group of friends.
Ioan James

Q: What is your fondest memory from Year 7?
A: It was when I was singing in front of my
form class and taking part in the school show,
‘Matilda’ when I played Miss Honey.
Heather Jones

Q: What are you looking forward to most in Year
8?
A:I’m looking forward to playing rugby in Year
8 because it might be different playing against
new teams and different players.
Jacob Raybould

HAWTHORN
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Lucy Vaughan

Do not believe the rumours you hear about high school and try not to develop a mind-set of
hating lessons because that will make homework really difficult. One thing I’ve found has helped
me, is to do your homework as soon as you can, preferably that evening. This is because if you
leave it until the day before it’s due, it may be rushed and not to the best of your ability and you’ll
remember things from lesson easier if you do it that day. Also, take homework seriously and revise
because you may find that the homework you were given was revision for a test!

School starts at 8.30 but if you do not catch a bus, I would advise you to be on site at 8.20. Also,
break is ten to eleven and lunch is ten past one so ensure you eat breakfast so you don’t go
hungry and you don’t lose your concentration in class.

In addition, on the first day, I would suggest taking a picture of your timetable in case you lose it.
Try to familiarise yourself with where your classes are and if you need to, ask to leave five
minutes before the buzzer to find your class, if you don’t know where it is.

Finally, another piece of advice is to keep a small amount of emergency money aside in case you
run out or need to use it for food.

“After completing my first year ,I realised that there was nothing to be worried about in those first few
weeks. None of the terrifying rumours were true and that the lessons are really fun and interesting.
My favourite times in the year were expanding my friendship group and making funny memories with
them. The one thing I found a bit hard was getting used to the blazer, but once I got used to it, it was
all fine.
If I could change something about my previous year it would be to not be so nervous in the canteen
line with all the older people.”

Coming next: Where have Year 7 been this year?
ISSUE
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Llangrannog
Mr C. Stephens.
Over the Whitsun bank holiday, we (Mr Stephens
and Miss Jones) took 22 Year 7 pupils to the Urdd
residential camp at Llangrannog. On the Friday,
we experienced the hottest day of the year ,at the
time, but the pupils still enjoyed walking over the
mountain into Llangrannog itself for a dip in the sea
and some ice-cream- a well-earned treat!. Despite
the sweltering conditions, pupils were able to order
their ice-creams and thank the staff in the Welsh
language - ffantasteg! This wasn’t the only time for showing off their Welsh skills. As every member of staff
working at the camp spoke Welsh as a first language, the pupils were able to practise their use of the
language at every given opportunity - during activities, lunch times, and more...
On the Saturday, pupils had the chance to take part in some exciting activities: the high ropes, wall
climbing, horse riding, skiing, tobogganing, go-karting and archery. Everyone took part and thoroughly
enjoyed the challenge of new, adventurous and sometimes, nail-biting tasks. That evening, the infamous
DJ's ,Stephens and Jones hosted a disco for the pupils and we witnessed some excellent moves! We are
looking forward to these dancers being the up and coming talent of future Hawthorn High School shows!
The pupils also sang 'Penblwydd Hapus'' to Talia! This demonstrated how everyone really enjoyed the
sense of community which was created in the short amount of time we were there.
On the Sunday, pupils took part in trampolining, quad biking, low ropes and the adventure/mud course
(pupils especially enjoyed this one!). The trip really highlighted how lucky we are to live in such a beautiful
country and how proud we are of our heritage, language and culture as a whole. The pupils were very well
behaved and were a credit not only to the school, but to themselves. Iechyd, Hapusrwydd, Llwyddiant wir!
Health, Happiness, Success indeed! To see our journey highlighted in pictures, and to follow all the latest
news in the Welsh Department, please visit our Twitter account here: @CymraegHawthorn.

HAWTHORN
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Year 7 and 8 Mathamagic - Techniquest
Year 7 and 8 Trip to Mathamagic Techniquest Cardiff Bay Tuesday 27th June 2017
It was a sunny Tuesday morning when 30 pupils from Years 7 and 8, plus some
teachers, set off to Cardiff Bay to visit Techniquest for their “Mathamagic”
exhibition.
We arrived around 10am and spent time getting involved with the hands on science,
music and maths puzzles in the main exhibition areas. It wasn’t long before our
group was then led up to the mezzanine to try numerous hands on Maths puzzles,
ranging from some more well-known ones like Soduko and The Towers of Hanoi, to
puzzles linked to Pythagoras’ Theorem, Game Theory and 3D Noughts and Crosses!
There were also mathematicians from the Universities of South Wales and Cardiff
University on hand to help add extra brain power if we needed it (which we rarely
did, being superstar mathematicians ourselves ;-) ).
After a short break, we were then called into the lecture theatre to be awed with
“magic”… or wait there - what was later explained by Maths! The magic included
untangling two loops, which seemed impossible to unlink using Topology, and
working out a card trick from a set of calculations based on the Algebra of reducing
down to the answer 17 every time! We even saw the Techniquest cast guess pupils’
dates of birth from a few seemingly unrelated questions based on Binary.
A fun day was had by all and a particular shout out to Lauren Roberts who offered
some spectacular answers during the interactive lecture! Top marks.
Da iawn Blwyddyn Saith a Wyth!
Miss H. Burn
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Libby Foldi Year 7
Undoubtedly, starting a new school can be
stressful and you maybe a bit nervous, but
you don’t have to be! Forget any rumours about
getting your head flushed down a toilet by a Year 10
or being buried in homework. They are all lies!
Sit back and listen to all the amazing things
“Getting your head
that happen at HHS.
flushed down the

Finding your way around will be
your first major issue. Warning!
There may be many more, but if
you keep in a group or leave five
minutes early from lunch or
break, you will be fine.

I wish I had someone to ask for
After completing my first year at Hawthorn advice at the beginning of the
High School, I can confirm that it is an
year, but your form teacher is a
awesome place to be, a place full of new
good place to start.
experiences, new opportunities and the funniest
Remembering your blazer, books
moments of your life! There's not that much
and pencil case can be hard, but
homework either (so long as you keep on top of it
very important! As kind as the
and give it in on time). During the first year, many
teachers and staff are, they will
new and exciting obstacles will need tackling,
give you negative points (these
but don’t panic, keep your head focused and will make sense once you join
“Hawthorn High
think of how amazing you will feel at the
HHS) or, even detention if you
School is an
end of it all.
don’t have them. They do ,of
awesome place to
be.”
course, have hearts and will give
Personally , my favourite moments have
been meeting new friends. It was unnerving at you exceptions but don’t rely on
it…
first but you have to put yourself out there to be
seen. Another thing you should know is that your
My main advice is to be yourself.
friends at the beginning of the year may not be your Although it sounds cheesy, it is a
friends by the end of the year. Arguments will
good way to leave a good
happen, but your true friends will always be
impression on people and shows
there for you. If people don’t like you for
your true colours and who you
“My favourite
who you truly are then do you really want really are. It will also help you
moments have
been meeting new
them to be your friend? Moments like
make new friends because who
friends.”
these are hard, but there are harder
wants to be friends with
moments in life..
someone who is fake?
toilet by a Year 10
is a lie.”

My favourite moment has been in P.E. when the
entire class thought I had a death wish and
attempted to beat me ( by accident ) every time they
reached the base I was on. I didn't have a death
wish in case you were wondering!
HAWTHORN
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High School is an important new
step in life, but it is fun too. Chill
out, be yourself and step into the
next part of your life.
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Another Take is a partnership project which encourages the development of
literacy through the medium of film. Collaboratively, the University of South
Wales, First Campus, Digi Chemistry and Hawthorn High School have worked
tirelessly on a project which aims to raise the aspirations of the young people
involved through giving them another take on their career options after
school. We hope, through taking part in this scheme, some of our
pupils (who may be the first in their families to think about going on to Higher
Education) will consider going to university.
A select few pupils were chosen to work with Digi Chemistry to
produce short films over the year about the University of South
Wales. With the help of teachers from Hawthorn High and
students from the University, we are now only a few days away
from its premiere.
It has been worth the three day course just for the invite to the
red carpet event to watch our films! It has also given us the
experience of improving our camera skills.
Allesea Rowe Year 10

During our first year at Hawthorn, a selection of us have been on
several visits to the University of South Wales.
We get there on the bus and do some filming around the Uni
campus.
For some of the filming, we had to work in small groups and
create voice-overs and still images - it was really interesting! We
interviewed each other to find out what our favourite part of the
experience was, and found out just how many of us now want to
go to University.
We would like to study Maths to become a teacher and a Nursing course
to help save people’s lives.
We’ve really enjoyed going to the University and it’s made us realise
what we can do when we leave school.
Alisha Allen and Leia Jackson
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Hawthorn High School is packed with
talent and their passion for Performing
Arts. Each year there is a KS3 show
during the Summer Term and a full
school show in November. Traditionally
the KS3 show is hosted by the Drama and
Music Department but this year we
thought, what better way to celebrate
the launch of TeachFirst than to hand the
show over to the students themselves?

of performance for this abridged version of
Matilda. The music by Tim Minchin has
inspired our KS3 pupils to sing and dance to
an exceptional standard. Acting scenes and
choreography have been coordinated and
directed by our Sixth Form, who have been
integral in the rehearsal process, to achieve
the standards produced on stage for the
TeachFirst Launch. I am very proud of all the
efforts of all pupils involved.”

Children ranged from 11-14 have been
working towards a production that
originally started as a KS3 Drama Class as
part of a Welsh Baccalaureate challenge
conducted by Sixth Form members, Casey
Humphreys (myself), Khadija Davies and
Leah MacDonald. The class soon
escalated to an entire production to be
performed in the Opening Ceremony of
the 2017 Summer Institute. We teamed
up with the Drama and Music
Department for extra support for this
exciting event.

Khadija Davies, Co Director commented,
“These last few weeks leading up to the
performance have been amazing. The
experience of passing on our skills to the
younger pupils has been a pleasure. I found
that teaching is a lot easier said than done
but when you teach what you love, it makes
it a whole lot better!”

It was a challenge and definitely a lot of
pressure, but the younger pupils have
worked extremely hard and being able to
see the huge progress of each member
has been astounding and truly rewarding.
Being on the other side of a show has
been an amazing experience for me and
I’m extremely proud of them all.
Head of Drama Department Mrs Clare
O’Carroll stated that, “The children have
worked so hard to achieve high
standards
HAWTHORN
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We are incredibly excited about the opening
night and I will be sure to write a follow up
article for the next newsletter to update you
on how it was received.
Casey
Humphreys,
Director, Year 12.
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Miss Phillipart and Miss Keech took 21 Year 8 pupils and 6 year 12 pupils to
the Welsh Millennium Centre on Thursday 26th January. The trip was
arranged by Rebecca Peake from the Welsh National Opera. The purpose
of the day was to give pupils a flavour of life working for the WNO.
The pupils got to experience a singing workshop with 2 opera singers
which was great fun! They were spoken to by the Technical Director who
oversees all the sets, costumes and lighting. We also had a tour of the
stage area and could see the sets and props up close! Finally ,we got to
experience a WNO performance of La Boheme which was sung in Italian
with English subtitles.
A truly memorable day which left a couple of us a little weepy!
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Year 10 Catering
Cooking for the Staff

I REALLY ENJOYED MAKING THE
CHICKEN CURRY AND THE
VEGETABLE CURRY AND I AM
PROUD OF MYSELF BECAUSE I
LEARNED HOW TO MAKE IT AND
I THINK THE PRESENTATION
WAS VERY GOOD.
DURING THE COOKING OF THE MEAL ON
THE 23RD OF JUNE , I CO-OPERATED BY
MAKING THE CAKE. I ENJOYED IT AS I
ADDED A VARIETY OF FOODS TO ADD
CONTRAST TO THE CAKE. TO BE HONEST I
THINK I WAS MOST WORRIED ABOUT
WHETHER THE CUSTOMERS WOULD
ENJOY THE CAKE OR NOT. THE THING
THAT WENT WELL WAS THE FACT THAT
THEY ALL ENJOYED IT, REGARDLESS OF
ANY MINI MESS UPS WE MADE. TO MAKE
THE CAKE BETTER WE COULD HAVE GIVEN
THE TEACHERS A SMALLER SLICE OF CAKE
AS THE CUSTOMERS WERE TOO FULL
AFTER THEIR MAIN COURSES.

JARRAD DAVIES

DEBBIE WHITE

I LIKED IT WHEN ALL THE TEACHERS
WERE LAUGHING AND HAVING FUN,
ENJOYING THEM SELVES AND THE
FOOD, INCLUDING MRS MOON
SOPHIE MANDER

HAWTHORN
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Why don’t you try out their
delicious lasagne yourself?
Lasagne (serves 6)
Pasta

Cheese sauce

250g pasta flour

500 ml semi skimmed milk

3 eggs

50g butter

50g plain flour

150g cheese

Meat sauce
600g extra lean minced beef
1 can of tomatoes
2 tbsp. of tomato puree
1 onion
2 tsp minced garlic
1 carrot (grated)
1 beef stock cube
1 tbsp. herbs
Salt and pepper
Method for making
Pasta sheets – put flour and eggs in food mixer. Mix until a dough is formed. Remove from mixer
and knead on a floured table. Flatten in the pasta machine. Cut into strips. Leave to dry.
Meat sauce – Dry fry minced beef. Add chopped onion and garlic. Fry until meat is brown and
onions are soft. Add grated carrot. Add stock cube. Mix and add dried herbs. Add tomatoes and
tomato puree. Mix and simmer for 20 minutes.
Cheese sauce – Soften butter in saucepan over heat. Add flour to make a paste. Cook out for 5
minutes. Gradually add the milk, stirring all the
time. Mix until sauce thickens. Season with
salt and pepper. Add half of the grated cheese.
Assemble lasagne – Put a layer of meat sauce
in the oven dish. Add a layer of pasta. Add
another layer of meat sauce. Add another
layer of pasta. Pour white sauce over the top.
Top the dish with the rest of the grated
cheese. Bake in a hot oven (180/Gas 4) for
approximately 40 minutes until golden brown.
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Year 9 Girls
URDD National 7s
Plate Winners 2017

The Year 9 team survived a tough group containing Cup winners Bro Teifi, Fitzalan, Monmoth
and King Henry VIII.
The quarter-final paired Hawthorn with Coedcae; a physical team with pace who raced into a
20-5 lead with four minutes remaining. A refusal to accept defeat saw Hawthorn score three
astonishing quick-fire tries to win 24-20. The confidence and belief developed by that win
reinvigorating tiring legs, with Hawthorn going on to totally outclass a talented Strade team by
a score of 37-5.
Bro-Dinefwr awaited Hawthorn in the final and they quickly raced to a 10-0 lead in the first
three minutes. Hawthorn, through impressive handling and determined running, crossed the
whitewash twice; ending the first half with a 12-10 lead. An early second half try settled the
nerves and took the lead to nine points. Bro Dinefwr scored again with a few minutes to go
only for Leah Radford to put them to the sword through a lung-busting arced sprint around the
opposition wing and fullback to cross under the posts. A trophy at a national championship –
well done, girls!

Sorry you missed out?
See the highlights of the Urdd 7s from S4C’s Heno programme. Keep
your eyes out for Leah Radford out running the opposition to score in the
corner and Naomi Rees showing great agility to sidestep between two
defenders. Scan the QR code to see the highlights!

A Summary of this year ‘s rugby.
Hawthorn High’s boys and girls teams have participated in
97 competitive fixtures this year – a school record! It really
demonstrates the appetite for sport at the school and Mr
Campbell is looking forward to building on our successes
next year. With a focus on developing the Hawthorn/
Pontypridd consortium 6th Form team, the next 12 months
are set to be exciting!
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Hawthorn High School
Humanities Faculty
‘Booster Room’
Open for Business……..
Academic success involves thorough preparation,
effort and diligence. It also requires a dedicated
space for uninterrupted concentration. That’s where
the Humanities Faculty ‘Booster Room’ comes in.
This fantastic, motivational learning environment has
been created where students can access resources
and support from their individual teachers. Year 11
and Sixth Form students are just some of the pupils
who have benefited from being able to use this
brand new facility over the recent exam period.
As any parent/teacher knows, inability to
concentrate is one of the most common problems
that affect students and impedes potential. Our
Booster Room confronts these barriers head on and
provides a quiet and bright learning environment to
hit the books. Revision resources, past papers and
Internet access are all on hand to support pupils in
their study.
HHS pupils have also benefitted from the study
group sessions that have been held. Members of
teaching staff within the Humanities Faculty are
always at hand to give extra support where needed.
In addition, peer study groups are becoming very
popular. The use of the Booster Room for such
study groups allows pupils to support each other in
overcoming barriers to their learning. It’s been great
to see students bouncing ideas of each other and
working together productively! We look forward to
the Booster Room being used even more next year!
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Ski Trip to Golling– Austria
In February this year, Mr Donovan, Mr Tomas and Miss Bryant took a group of
novice skiers (themselves included) to the dizzy heights of Austria for a jam
packed, adrenalin fuelled week of Olympic style skiing - well, not quite!
The highlight of the journey there, or so we thought, was the ability to charge
our phones and use the buses’ Wi-Fi…until we blew the fuse! This coupled
with the fact there was no on board toilet, made for a lot of disgruntled faces.
However, Mr Donovan came to the rescue with his battery pack, speaker and
some tunes to keep the troops’ spirits up.
On arrival, after 26 hours on the bus, it was a quick dumping of suitcases and
a well-earned shower before our ski fit. Skis - Check! Poles—Check! Boots Check! Helmets - Check! We were ready to go!
Up on the slopes, those of us who had brimmed with confidence the day
before were suddenly a lot quieter now as the realisation dawned on us that
skiing wasn’t going to be as easy as we thought. However, all groups stuck at
it for the entire day in miserable conditions (rain… not snow!) and by the end of
day one, everyone (nearly) had mastered the snow plough. Everybody’s skills
improved greatly as the week went on and the further up the mountain we
went.
Peppered in between our times on the slopes was the opportunity to enjoy a
plethora of Australian evening activities. From Austrian curling to swimming in
an inside/outside pool. Everyone took part. We all enjoyed the opportunity to
relax at the end of the week at the disco, where Mr Donovan showed up some
of the pupils by busting out his fantastic disco moves.
When it was time to leave Austria, we weren’t so worried about the world’s
tiniest bus with no Wi-Fi and no battery chargers anymore as it and the bus
drivers had become synonymous with the fun times we had had all week. That
was until it broke down - but that’s another story. The main thing was that all of
the pupils were an asset
to our school that week
and all embraced the
challenge of a new skill
with excitement and
endeavour.
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One of the
highlights of the
ski trip for me was the first day
on the slopes when most of us
spent more times on our bums
than on our feet!
I found it funny when we all
went down the slope for the first
time and all those who went
before me fell. From above,
they were just dots in the snow.
When it was my turn, I started
well but then I picked up speed
and couldn’t stop. The ski
instructor was shouting “SNOW
PLOUGH!” This was a bit late
as I ploughed straight into her
and we both ended up in a pile
on the floor!

19

One of my favourite
parts of the trip was
when we went up to the harder
slopes, which were really
enjoyable (after the shock of their
height). We had to get a gondola
up to the top of the mountain,
which was an experience in itself!
Up the mountain, there were lots
of different ski ramps and
different routes you could take. It
was much different to the first few
days on the same nursery slope.
The highlight of the trip for me
was the visit to the swimming
pool.
Tyler Smith Year 9

Hannah Kelley Year 9
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Louise Loughlin – A Success Story

In a short space of time, Louise has achieved so much whilst playing hockey:


Joined the NAG (National Age Group u18 International Training Squad) in 2016.



Futures Cup 2016 (players of the future) in St Albans as the Celtic Jaguars. Played in defence.



1st Welsh cap 15/4/17 u16 v Scotland at Sophia Gardens. Played in defence.



2nd Welsh cap 16/4/17



U16 v Scotland Sophia gardens. Played in defence.



3rd Welsh cap 17/4/17



U16 v Scotland. Sophia gardens. Played in defence.



1st Welsh cap for the u18s v England at Reading. Played right back.



Youngest player on the pitch.



Euro Hockey 5's v France 23/6/17 and 24/6/17 in France.



Going to France 11-15th July for u16 Euro Hockey 5's competition -Playing Lithuania, Gibraltar.
Belarus. Georgia and Poland.



She's been sponsored by Kookaburra since March 2017.

“ I would love to make a career out of hockey but unfortunately there
is no money in it. However it has given me the drive to want to
pursue further education. I love hockey and will continue to play. I
just love it due its aggressive nature and this is where I can de-stress
and release tension.
It has changed my lifestyle and stopped me going down the wrong
path. I felt that two years ago I was at a crossroads and that hockey
was the right choice as now I am not straying from the path and I am
working hard in school. Hockey has re-focused me and shown me
what is important in life.”
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Alice Thomas – A Success Story

The P.E. department are extremely proud of Alice.
“She is a very unassuming sports person, although her talent
always manages to shine through.” Mrs Halsey

Alice represented Wales Under 16's against Ireland in Rosslare, Ireland.
On Day 1, Alice and her playing partner played in a 4BBB match. The pair
were down for most of the front 9 then they won 5 holes in a row giving them a
3 hole lead going on to the par 3 15th. Alice put her shot 2 foot from the pin
for an eventual birdie and the win.
On Day 2, Alice and her playing partner found themselves in a similar position,
being 2 holes down early in their foursomes match. This time the Irish girls
were relentless and didn’t give anything away. The girls lost on the 16th hole.
Alice played well in the singles but was 4 down after 9 holes against a very
strong player. She fought back to 1 down going up the 18th. Both girls on the
Par 5 green for in 2 shots. The Irish girl’s 1st putt left her with a 1 foot tap in,
leaving Alice needing an eagle to halve the match. Unfortunately it wasn’t to
be, just missing the hole. A brave effort from all the girls playing a very strong
Irish team. Ireland won 6.5 - 5.5. Great experience and wonderful memories
representing Wales Under 16’s v Ireland. They made us all very proud.
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Hawthorn High School
Leisure Facilities & Community Pool News
Pool News
The Hawthorn High & Community Pool continues to
delight swimmers. During the spring term the pool
hosted Primary School swimming for Hawthorn
Primary, Heol Y Celyn Primary and Ffynnon Taf
Primary. The event was arranged via the RCT Swim
Team with instructors grading the pupils progress.
Our Summer Holiday Swim schedule includes Public
Swimming time everyday except Saturday’s, making
the Pool more accessible to the wider community.
Private Swimming lessons continue to cater for
children of all ages with more than 95% of the children
coming from the communities of both Hawthorn &
Rhydyfelin.
Summer Swimming Schedules will be updated on a
weekly basis, please refer to the school website at
www.hawthornhighschool.co.uk or follow the
Hawthorn Swimming Pool on social media. The pool
can be contacted on 01446 841 228 option 3.
Prices remain unchanged at: £3-00 for adults and £150 for children & concessionary swimmers.
Membership options are available, for full details
please speak to a team member at the pool.

To hire any of the facilities at Hawthorn High School for Private or Community use,
please contact the school via email to: hawthorn.pool@hawthornhs.co.uk
HAWTHORN
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Hawthorn High School
Leisure Facilities & Community Pool News
Sports Hall
The long awaited Hawthorn High School Sports Hall,
opened in March 2017. The project jointly funded by the
Welsh Government and the RCT Council has facilities
to host four Badminton courts, Basketball, Netball and
Indoor Football. The Sports Hall is available for private
hire, outside of school times. Enquires should be
directed to the team on 01446 841 228 option 3 or via
email to Hawthorn.Pool@hawthornhs.co.uk.
The welcome addition of the Sports Hall complements
our existing sporting facilities, including the Astroturf, 2
Rugby Fields, Football Pitch, Swimming Pool, Netball
Court and 3 Tennis Courts providing Hawthorn High
School with a complete array of sporting facilities
unrivalled in RCT.

Coffee Shop
The Hawthorn High Pool Coffee Shop is due to
open on the first of August. The Coffee Shop will
be exclusively available for our Sixth Form pupils
during the school day. At all other times the
Coffee Shop will serve an array of refreshments
and beverages to visitors and users of the site.

To hire any of the facilities at Hawthorn High School for Private or Community use,
please contact the school via email to: hawthorn.pool@hawthornhs.co.uk
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Useful Dates for your Diary
Begins

Half Term
Begins

Half Term
Ends

Term Ends

Autumn

Monday

Monday

Friday

Friday

2017

4 September

30 October

3 November

22 December

Term

No. of
school
days

75

Monday 4th September –
INSET/Training day for staff.
All pupils return Tuesday 5th
September 2017

Spring

Monday

Monday

Friday

Thursday

2018

8 January

19 February

23 February

29 March

54

Friday 30th March – Good Friday
Monday 2nd April – Easter Monday

Summer
2018

Monday

Monday

Friday

16 April

28 May

1 June

Tuesday
24 July

66

Monday 7th May & Monday
28TH May 2018 MAY BANK
HOLIDAYS

“Is there something
on my face?”

TWELFTH

NIGHT

195

